President's Ball Set For Friday Night

EXCHANGE CLUB AND J.S.T.C. STAGE PARTY

"Miss J.S.T.C." Election Sponsored By Seniors

Plans Completed By Dr. J. W. Humphries, Chairman

Plans have been completed for the biggest President’s Ball ever held in Jacksonville. Dr. Humphries, chairman of the committee, says that Jacksonville is looking for a wonderful response to the announcement. The funds will go to support the Warm Springs Foundation, for research work to prevent poliomyelitis.

Dr. C. C. Callender, president of the Exchange Club, which is sponsoring the ball this year, is chairman of the entertainment committee consisting of Dr. J. W. Humphries, chairman; Dr. F. M. Lawrence and R. C. Green.

Since the dance is to be held on the college campus, the presidents of each class in concurrence with the students and committee, appointed Edgar Sanders, president of the senior class, and Henry Lee Greer, vice-president of the class, to see to it that the social committee will cooperate with the Exchange Club and see that the entertainment plans for the successful completion of the event are worked out.

Henry Lee Greer, who is chairman of the committee for the dance, says there is no question as to the success of the event if everyone does their part. The committee will cooperate with the Exchange Club and all others.

Student body officers and all those who will see that the ball is successful are asked to be present at the college campus, reports a generous response from the student body. Mr. Greer has appointed many students to assist him in campus sales.

Elaborate decorations have been planned by Edgar Sanders, who is in charge of decorations of the hall. The dancers will see the artistic effort carried out by color scheme of red, white and blue. If the student body responds as it previously has, the dance will be a gratifying success. As usual the torchlight parade will be the highlight of the movement while heartily.

Tickets for the proceeds will be devoted to the relief of Calledah community, and the proceeds will be used with proceeds from all other sections of the United States to Warm Springs.

The Colonnials, under direction of Larry Dugoff, will provide plenty of swing for the dancing couples.

Wood, Daugette Going To Nashville

Dr. C. R. Wood, dean of Jacksonville State Teachers College, and Dr. C. W. Daugette, president, will be present at the college in Jacksonville during the first week of March. Dr. Daugette was invited recently to give the following receipt of invitations to the college to send representatives to the college in Jacksonville.

Dr. Daugette will attend the inauguration of Chancellor C. C. Callender, formerly Montana’s president. Dr. Wood will go to the inauguration of Dr. C. C. Callender as the new president of Pedobay.

Dr. Wood also will leave for Nashville the day after his resignation and will return February 5 after the exercises.

SEC.-TREAS.

Miss Poezy Elected By Popular Vote Recently

Recently the Senior Class conducted a contest for Miss J.S.T.C. The contest was unique in that the winner was elected by popular vote, something that had never been held by the class before. Previously, the election was carried out on a financial basis. The current election was intended to represent the opinion of the entire student body.

There were no nominations submitted or charges for votes. Each student voted as to who he wished.

In the primary election there were over fifty girls receiving votes. Out of this number, the senior class hopes that this will set a precedent and that every election will become a tradition. They feel that an election carried on in the future financial basis is not representative of the students viewpoint.

All reports from the student body concerning the election were very favorable as to the fairness and impartiality of the method of procedure.

Radio Series Opened By College Organizations

An interesting and humorous skit, written and directed by Dr. W. J. Colville, opened a series of radio broadcasts to be presented over Station WJBY, Gadsden.

Both department and club in the college will sponsor a program during this school year.

The program presented Tuesday, January 31, was sponsored by the English Department. Those taking part in the program were Ellen C. Driskill, who opened the broadcast by singing the opening number, "Petie" Matthews, Edgar Sanders and Bryan B. Steele, who took part in the skit, and Dr. Colville, who gave an introduction to the play.

The idea was given with the idea of revealing a side of college life that is not generally known as "bull" session. Some very experienced observers commented favorably on the program.

The Drama Club is making preparations to continue the series of plays, one play under the direction of Mr. Henderson.

Mrs. Sadie Hardwell was called to Gaylesville on account of the illness of her husband.

Klein Sportsman opened the weekend at her home in Attalla.

SCHOLARSHIP

HAROLD FRANKLIN

Miss Franklin, of Samson, Alba., has been appointed as secretary to the senior class. She is also an active member of the International Relations Club. She serves as vice-president of the French Club, which is an outstanding student body in both scholastic and athletic activities. She is well-known and popular among the students. Miss Franklin is current editor-in-chief of The Teacola and proved her journalistic ability on the school edition.

JEANETTE ROPER

Jeanette Roper, daughter of Mrs. A. F. Roper, at Jacksonville, is vice-president of the senior class. She is a graduate of Jacksonville High School, where she was captain of the tennis team, is secretary and treasurer of the History Club and reporter of the French Club. Her winning smile and charming personality have won many friends for her on the campus. She is outstanding in scholastic attainments.

Radio Series Opened By College Organizations

ANNUAL COLLEGE NIGHT FEBRUARY 5

VICE-PRES.

Student Activity Fund Created

The Senior Club began a movement which resulted in the establishment of a student activity fund. The movement was supported by a majority of the student body, represented by the class president. The idea received the sanction of the college president and became effective with his approval.

This fund is created by the pooling of the brokerage fees for two quarters and will enable all students to attend all campus functions, including all athletic games, lectures and plays not sponsored by an individual organization.

St. Bernard Plays J.S.T.C. Friday

St. Bernard College’s basketball team will play J.S.T.C. varsity here Friday night in Killby Hall. It is the only game of the week for the varsity, because of games which have been outstanding opponents against all the players and all other students this week.

St. Bernard brings one of the state’s best teams here for Friday’s fray. It is the best team in the history of St. Bernard. The Catholic Colleges are dope to give our boys all they can stand without serious embarrassments.

In the next game, St. Bernard will meet Emory College and Moody at 2 p.m. the same day.

Senior Class Edits Teacola

The Senior Class is responsible for this edition of the Teacola. All the news has been collected by the Senior Class as a whole and has been selected and chosen from the various papers.

The Seniors have tried to give you something that they think you will enjoy. If you like some of our new features, or if you don’t, we welcome your criticism, for it will be another destructive of constructive.
J. S. T. C. SWINGS

"Yes," I answered, in reply to automatic questions, "I want your definition of 'Swing.' After hearing such questions as, "Do you think hot or dog hot, get her sword, and hang you by your heels, or hang her to the bottom of this thing?" I had to give you definitions of 'Swing' as some prominent JSTC students informed me. The answer, however, let's get Mr. Webster's definition of "Swing."

Mr. Webster: "To sway, to oscillate, to progress with a loose, free sway, not being held by bonds or hinges or bands or suspensions, an appearance, commonly suspended upon the transverse parallel lines on which we may sit and swing."

Henry Greer, when interrogated concerning his ideal on "Swing," defined it as "jamming nothing into something."

"Lish Weaver: Music that puts fire in your bones and makes you let ourselves go. "Atta girl," Lish."

Pete Mithew, in being interviewed, watched his head and muttered in astonishment, "Swing — swing — oh my dear. That's what makes old men feel young feelings again."" From Emmett Plunkett et al., something denoted as "soulful dance rhythm" in capital letters.

Louise Knollton asked as if she really knew. Very learnedly, began, "Swing is the liberty granted to a small group of small groups, in what they choose to the accomplishment of musically-pleased musical background.

Robert Owen vaguely rubbed his nose, murmuring, "Swing—I don't know. It's something that Wayne King's orchestra plays, isn't it?"

Miss Luttrell, on first being questioned, advised me to consult the dictionary, then finally said, "Swing—music—that makes your head swing, you know."

Rieskamp Evans "Comprehensive between jazz and Waltzes." Roger Feliger seemed to get a spark of inspiration (Miss Evans, probably), for his poured these words into my bewildered ears: "Swing is a willow gracefully moving with the wind."

Milford Jolly quite literally remarked, "A back and forth motion is all I know." Quite true, Milford. Marguerite Posey said, "It's what makes the world go round. Maybe she's right. It makes us go round."

"Sooska" Cowart, after much meditation said, "Swing is those sashay, sashay, smother, rhythmic movements of the body that makes both your head and leg grow as hot as nothing but the State Legislators can eat."

"Ty" Robertson briefly, but adequately answered, "Well, there's the Dip-Doo Doll.""

"Mrs. Poff characteristic said, "Swing is that thing you have to do in the house in which no one looks up of age, size or weight, that makes you go after you who want to let it not."

Louise Ellis: "Singin' I ain't got."

"Mrs. Steve: "Music that you dance by."

Miss Sellers, with her hands deep in her pockets and her attention firmly as not aware on the basketball court, casually informed me that "Singing in the shower."

"In music that has such a decided rhythm it makes us really want to respond to it in our own fashion."

Dan-Juon Steele informed me quite casually that "singing is something you stop on people's feet by.

Mr. Hendrix, after several sprints up and down the terrace, and after the consumption of several cigarettes, added one more definition to the list, "Swing music is modern, nonconformist."

Dr. Calvert, with the assistance of Dr. Thompson, decided that "Swing consists in giving each player the greatest possible freedom with the least possible responsibility."

The Ideal Teacher

We, the authors of Jacksonville State Teachers College, have hereby compiled a list of qualities possessed by our very competent teachers, which we think should go into the book of "The Ideal Teacher." As prospective teachers, intend to use this imaginary being as a model to go by when we try our best, spare stones the teaching profession.

We would have him possess:

The grading system of Dr. Alli- son.

Dr. Fergus's complete knowledge of his subject.

Dr. Calverley's knowledge of the subject matter, which makes more interesting the teaching of his own subject.

Miss Ollar's pleasing voice.

Dr. Jones' patience.

Dr. Calverley's ability to hold the interest of his student.

Dr. Glenn's ability to cause his pupils to want to prepare their lessons every day.

The wit of Mr. Hendrix.

Dr. Thompson's next appearance.

Miss Curtis and Mrs. Law's ability to prepare programs, give concerts, and do things for the enjoyment of the entire student body.

Dr. Mock's fairness to all students.

Dr. Humphrey's ability to mingle with the students.

Miss Luttrell's love of her subject.

Dr. Austin's easy-going ways.

The ability of Dr. Weisbapt to prepare thorough texts.

Mr. Gary's general intelligence.

Mr. McClure's sympathetic attitude toward his students.

Mrs. Talbot's sweet smile.

Miss Sellers' ability to accomplish the impossible.

Mrs. Stevenson's ability to get freshmen started on the right foot.

Coach Steve's dexterity.

And Coach Dillon's ability to make students like him.

Pet Abominations of:

Charles Hughes—People who tell the best jokes and then laugh at them.

Milford Jolly—A date who talks about her other boy friends.

Dan Hunter—Teaching rhythms.

Jeannette Roper—Some people.

Evelyn Franklin-Caboge.

Joseph Wilson—A glib listener who can't make a psychological association.

Grace Harmon—Red-headed boy.

Peter Matthews—A professor who allow him to monopolize the class.

Dr. McIntyre—An eight o'clock class.

Dr. Calverley—Any student who want a class at twenty-five after.

Harry Lee Greer—A person who says "we have sang."

Polly Allen—A person who can't tell whether he is a junior or sophomore.

Dr. Calverley—Anybody who doesn't want to talk in his class.

Mrs. Wood—A person who can't quiet in the library.

THUMB-NAIL SKETCHES

Gwinnie Williams — Enters class, leans down, crosses legs, and incursively swings talks to her neighbors, and writes notes for her own interest.

Francess McMillin—Wrasples herself in cold, aloof, never says a word, and writes A's."

Neil Tenen — Messieurs around the library as if she owned it and does all in her power to prevent even smiles and deep reflection.

Arnold Caldwell—Tall, lean, and slyly, slurs ladies' man and basketball player.

Miss Lamont—Willard Lawrence—Sitting in a table in Dr. Woods office, his hair directed toward all points of the compass, diligently working at his desk.

Glove McAbbe—Quiet, nice, and to be found beside Hannah along the right path.

Robert Owen—All he needs is an audience.

Woodrow Bridler—Has a voice you know and knows Latin from A to B.

Aaron Hand—The pride of Col- borne county.

Henry Great—Well-dressed, good-natured, without prejudice, Alma Mater.

Marguerite Posey—Aux lots of silly questions in class, laughs a lot, wins title of "Miss JSTC."

Edgar Sanders—Dances exceedingly well, has long, longitudinal lines in his face—picture of the disillusioned soul.

Dr. Calverley—Opens and closes the window, gets up, sits down, gets up, lies down, feet on desk, and so on far into the future.

Willie Miss Munkett—Large black curls, quiet, "trusty" most of the time.

THOMAS DRUG CO.

"Little, But Loud" We Deliver

MEN: For Your New Fall Suits, Top Coats, Sweather- ers, Shoes and Hats, Come to Us. We have the Newest and Smartest Looking Lines to be found and by advance buying we have managed to keep the Prices Low.

LADIES: For Your New Fall Dresses, Sweaters and Coats, Come to Us. We've just got in a Brand New Line of New. The Styles are Modern and the Prices are Low.

"Our Prices Are Guaranteed As Well As Our Merchandise"

"The Best Stocked Store on the Square"
SOCIETY

Faculty Members Attend Novelty Party

Mrs. Louise Treadaway was hostess at a party given by her to pri- nce Mr. Ralph Curtiss, brother of Miss Curtiss, at her home on October 11.

At the party the guests were dressed as children, and as an addi- tion to the fun, they presented Mr. Curtiss with a number of per- sons that a young boy would enjoy. The guests included a nurse, a book, a Popeye doll, and a water pipe. The young boys' gifts were prob- ably the most original and amusing. Among the young girls, one young girl, who quite rightfully presented him with a picture made of paste-board gently pasted with brilliant flow- ers and vegetables of every kind. After various games, delightful refreshments, consisting of a cake with rich brown sugar icing and coffee, were served.

The guests were: Mr. and Mrs. Leon McClaur, Mrs. E.E. Hamer, Miss Fannie Bush, Miss Ada Curtiss, Miss O. Curtiss and Mr. Hal. Bush.

---

Weatherly Hall Dance

Last Friday evening, while the town was all in darkness, a dance was held in the college's Weatherly Hall. There were several excitement levels, but the main attraction was the Weatherly Hall Dance, but we're as always a lot of fun.

Anna's beautiful picture of the dark past was the Weatherly Ball which was held downtown with the companies, candlelight, and the throng turned out to see the beauty of the night and the beauty of the place. The people were in excellent spirits, the music was playing, and the dance went on.

The event was held in the college's Weatherly Hall and was attended by many students and faculty members.

---

Men's Glee Club Making Progress

The Men's Glee Club, under the direction of Dr. Irving, is making great progress this year. Miss Winnie Tripe is a new supervisor, being introduced at the beginning of the fall.

The Glee Club holds its weekly meetings every Monday and Wednesday evening in Flinchbot House. Their theme now is restructuring a Quartet of Diverses.

They report that plans for the organization of a concert series are being made.

---

Organization Of The Mullet Club

The school should congratulate the members of the Mullet Club and the students of the Musical talents of the students.

The club was organized two weeks ago and is in full swing. Their current theme is "We are the best, and we'll show you how to do it."

As you know, the mullet is fresh or frozen. The officers and members are:

Red Grass, President.

"Duckhead" Evans, Secretary.

Green Taylor, Treasurer.


Any dancer membership in this club may join if they meet the要求s of the club and are accepted by the officers and members.

---

U.D.C. Gives Assembly Program

The General John H. Fainey Chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy gave the history of Calhoun county in assembly Fri- day night to a large audience composed of college and high school students, teachers and vis- itors. The program was in celebration of General Robert E. Lee and Andrew Jackson.

A sketch of the historic spots of Calhoun county previously given by a great deal of interest in An- alien, was given by the Moulmes Robinson and William of Alien.

---

Cahoon-Morgan In Joint Meeting Tuesday Evening

The Literary Societies held a joint meeting Tuesday evening, January 11 in the Thompson Theatre in the college. Plans were made for the series of meetings for the year and the relationship between the Calhoun and the Morgan.

The Calhouns gave a very enjoy- able program.

Devotional--Ann Lambert Salo--Ruth Wolfs

Program--General Trigglet

"Did You Know That"

Jocelyn A. Alsobrooks--Hollis Bench

Mrs. Tom Howell--Jocelyn A. Alsobrooks--Hollis Bench

Beverly Alexander--Ruth Wolfs

---

Concert Orchestra Making Progress

Due to Lamar Trigglet's dance orchestra, The Collegiana, no concert orchestra has been organized up until now, but with Mr. R. F. H. and Mr. H. B. Shugart, the registry of the college is picking up. The program that plays for the organization of a concert orchestra is being made.

It will probably be larger than the one here before since not only the old experienced members of several years' training, but many students, who are very interested in music, will make up the orchestra.

The school orchestra offers a great opportunity for the development of the musical talents of the students.

---

Dramatic Club Weekly Meeting

The Dramatic Club held its regular weekly meeting Tuesday evening at 4:30, at which Mr. Hendrix read a one-act play, "Luna Bence." The club is producing a one-act play which will be presented on College Day.

Several new members have been added to the club in recent weeks. Cul- tural talent is to be found in the ranks of the Dramatic Club and under the leadership of Mr. Hend- rix this talent is being well de- veloped.

PERSONALS

Miss Jewell Steed spent the week-end in Center.

Miss Nazima Bryant and Jim- my Parrish spent the week-end with their aunt by the name of Betty.

Miss Katherine Savage spent the week-end at home in Pell City.

Miss Nansi Kline spent the week-end in Birmingham.

Miss Eleanor Simmons and So- lomon Morris spent the week- end in Gadsden.

Misses Sara and Elizabeth Slaughter spent the week-end with their parents in Alabama.

Miss Louise Rhinehart visited in Piedmont recently.

Miss Marie Wagner spent the week-end in Montgomery.

Daisy and Dr. R. B. McKenzie spent the past week-end at Daisy's home here in Jacksonville.

Mr. Charles Lindsey, of Gadsden was a guest of Henry Green the past week-end.

Miss Eleanor Jane Johnston was called in sick because of the illness of her mother.

Mr. John Hinds (Fannie Thompson) was the visitor of her husband, Mr. John Hinds for the past week-end.

Oleas Argo visited in Guntersville the past week-end.

"Ty" Robertson spent the week-end at his parent's home and had his parents over.

Willie Mae Mousby was the week and guest of her parents in Alab- ama City.

Cleora Bright, Wallerette Smith and Margaret Hines spent the past week-end at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bright.

Miss Shirley Swenson and her parents spent the week-end at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Swenson.

---

The Senior Class

Anonymous

A single one of these in the class will be no more a person, will be no more a student. We are all of us. Our college memories, these last parties that we begin to see. These programs, those double breaks, will be our witnesses. We'll sit there and take it, and file each one away in our hearts for reference. To some future day.

When we are teaching children That two and two are four, We'll think back on our college years.

When these weeks were here With the leaves, and the moon, and the wind.

---

Freshmen!

"A'YAY THE WINNER"

JOIN THE

Calhoun Literary Society

MEETINGS EVERY TUESDAY EVENING

YAY! DO THE THING!

Affiliate With the MORGANS

Meetings Held Every Tuesday Night

---

ONE-DAY SATURDAY

JACK HOLLIS

"TRAPPED BY G-MEN"

Alas

LAUL AND HARDY Comedy

MON SUES, WED

BEN JENNI

CABY GRANT

"The Awful Truth"

"Sunday Night"

"52ND STREET"

With All Star Reitz

Cot
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT OF THE CLASS OF 1938

We, the Senior Class of 1938, being in sound mind and body, do here and now make our Last Will and Testament.

To the Junior Class we bequeath our high school status.

To the Sophomores we will the discerning knowledge that we have gained in the three years we have been through our stereophonic sessions.

To the Freshmen we leave our sympathy.

The following individual bequests are made:

1. Sheldon Akers bequeaths several volumes of coarse language to Elzie Vandervord.

2. Lamora Allen leaves her very beautiful name to Jane Folger.

3. Glynn Black leaves his heart to the Freshmen.

4. Charles Boorer bequeaths his quiet behavior in class to Arline Kilpatrick's neighbors.

5. Mary Brower bequeaths Bismark Evans to Eloise Hughes.


7. Laura Conn lovingly bequeaths her meek exterior to Virginia Watkins.

8. Harolyn Franklin leaves her fervor, her worries and her head ache to the next editor of the 'Scapine.'

Myrtle Lee Frye leaves a few of her surplus pounds to Lois Her- rington.

Bennie Garman, to Nathan Han- cock, leaves his title of Junction- ville's premier Romeo.

11. Ogilvie Gerdner bequeaths to Ed Colvin his dignity.

12. Lora Black Graves bequeaths her mental futter of words to Iris Dodd.

13. Charlie Miles Hallman leaves his high Noon, mainly voice to Reta Rose.

14. To Dr. Mock, Grace Hamric thoughtfully leaves her inane glock.

15. Hannah Hilley wills her pleasant voice to be used with discretion to Surry Oglebey.

16. Charles Hughes bequests his lazy gait to Dr. Winchup.

17. Dan Hunter, we fear, upon leaving Jacksonville, will leave his inchoate chaff.

18. Jewel Jackson leaves the memory of her smile.

19. Eleanor Jane Johnstone bequests her dashing smile to Dora Wolfe.

20. Milford Jolly leaves Marie Vaughn to her own caprice.


22. Nancy Kline leaves her busti- ness in complete possession to Edith Street.

23. Mildard Lawrence sorrowfully leaves his key to Dr. Wood's office to his memory.


25. Mrs. Zelma Pratt, thinking that two weeks at a time are too long, bequests her automobile to Elsie Hawkings.

26. Violet R. Ramsey contributes her floral nose to her fellow Rowan Girl, Lilly Thompson.

27. Sanders Roberts bequeaths a beacon of light to his wife.

28. Jeannette Roja wills her pri- ory walk to Mrs. Pott.

29. Susan Rhodes leaves her bold black eyes to Thelma Ruth.

30. Edward Sewell leaves his waltz.

31. Bryant Steele wills his position as assistant instructor of the dance to Eliza Smalley.

32. Edgar Sanders wills the pros- pency of the Senior Class to my younger sister, Betty, who will be a senior next year.

33. Melma Thompson bequests the loss of her head to Beulah Brown.

34. Troy Tullis leaves a York sis- ter.

35. Mrs. Doris Wade leaves her red hair to Pete Mahoney.

36. Elizabeth Weaver leaves to the library a treatise on How To Grow Longer Eyelashes.

37. Guisele Williams bequests her tablespoon of volume to Dr. Casy to supplement his notes.

38. Annie Mae Leshi Willis bequests all the joy and bliss of her diamons to the Scholarship Fund.

39. Edith Veryler wills her motor oil, silence is golden' to Bennie Stein- burg.

40. The Mines Lorraine and Flor- ida York bequests their digraphs and graving, decorous air to Elizabeth Loker and Mary Turner.

The Scandal Sheet

Erma says that she doesn’t like to date a man with a beard.

Selma says "there ain’t no justice. I’m getting my divorce."

Says that the iron’s are be- ing hogsteaded in Weatherly Hall.

Hank Hill says he is glad he is a freshman— "I’m the freshest." Mary Lee, Erma and Selena call Thomas White “Pupa.”

Comrie Browning says “pillow fights.”

Jimmie Parry says “Joe’s picture is smashed.”

Verna Clare Bankston says “stood up.”

Charles Boorer says that Grace Hamric is the warmest girl. Charles knows her Practical Arts.

Thomas Rums says that Hettie Cur- ter did not go to the Show Friday night.

Harry Frost says that if those people who have been complaining about the radio’s being turned off, if those people that the radio had been at church they wouldn’t have heard it.

Margarette Phelps blushed in his history class when Dr. Cary asked why his room was so attractive

---

Notebook Paper
Writing Tablets
for 2c
DOBSON & CO.
10th and Noble
Atlanta - Ala.
JACKSONVILLE SENIORS SPOON ANTHOLOGY

Time: 1:00
Place: S. T. C. Annex To Jacksonville Community
Marshall Bush and Gusie Williams:
We walked into history in 1945 and stayed there for many years by leading epic community marches in Madison Square Garden. The elite of New York turned one en-masse to follow us.

Eleanor Jane Johnson: I spent a long, uneventful life as proprietor of an antique shop.

Milford Jolly: I was famous in my day for my dictionary that contained such definitions as "useful person"—one who makes a quiet feel at home when he wishes he were.

Shelton Aiken, Glynn Black, Edgar Sanders, Charlie Halmon, Dan Hunter, Edward Sewell and Troy Tullie: We were a desperate gang of underworld thugs. For many years we were relentlessly hunted by secret operatives No. 24 and 25 (Grace Hamrick and Edith Yerby).

Detectives Grace Hamrick and Edith Yerby: The results of our work are here interested.

Susan Rhodes: In my latter years, I secured the position as caretaker of Stocking Chair House, an old indies home.

Harley Franklin: I was justly considered for my tri-monthly, one-column newspaper, published in Savannah, Ala.

Myrtle Lee Fryar and Charles Bowers: For many years we wrote unrivaled on Broadway in our interpretation of Spanish stories.

City Dry Cleaners
When your clothes are in bad shape, we will fix them up for only a small amount.
JUST CALL US—FONE 79

Bill's Sandwich Shoppe
Here you will find your friends enjoying themselves.
FOLLOW THE CROWD TO BILL'S.

E. L. Elrod
Agent BROWN SERVICE
FUNERAL CO., Arab, Ala.
Our policies are serviced by ARCHER-STANFIELD
FUNERAL HOME
Albertville, Alabama.

Charles Magruder: I spent a long useful life in Mahan's tiny home cross-road as a ground-hog-shadow-charcer. My weather reports were much more reliable than those of the Almanac.

Nancy Kline: I solved the heart problems of thousands through my Advice To The Lover column.

Bryant Steele, Fruithurst farmer: I fortune-teller extraordinaire. Variety, Pride of Fruithurst "Poke Sally."

Lorraine and Fidlois York: We superstitious dress models, were the toast of New York, Paris, and London.

Jeanette Roper: I was a light-house keeper off the coast of Ireland.

Mary Brewer: In the course of my long career as a deep-sea diver I continuously initiated a certain fact that he produced three pearls.

Ewell Jackson, Lee Jones, Ruby Norred and Sanders Roberts: In the course of our arduous teaching of French gymnastics at the Université de Montréal, we raised the level of French speech .113 mm.

Ogden Gardiner: In 1895 I won a special sitting marathon.

Lora Conn: I led a short but eventful life as Barram and Beller's Bar Foreman.

Elizabeth Weaver: I was a tattoo artist, I was gone, but sitters from Florida to Maine still proudly display my work.

Bernice Garrison: I lived and died in my old home town, Whiton's Pond.

Mrs. Doris Wade, Mrs. Zelma Pruet, Maude Wright, Hannah Hill, Laura Allen, Violet R. Bank, Mrs. Annie Leeth Willia and Mrs. Lora Black Graves: During the 30’s and 40’s we were broad ways most celebrated chorus. The reverberation of our singing still echoes down the hall of fame. We were directed by that magnificent maestro, Millard Lawrence.

Mehla Thompson: All this was no surprise to me; I was spiritualist and fortune-teller extraordinaire.

Senior Suggestions
In order to make college life on the campus more enjoyable and less difficult, the seniors offer the following suggestions:

1. Test exemption and three cute per week for all seniors.

2. Better synopses for Shakespearean plays.

3. Gags for loud-mouthed "Rats.


5. Free ice cream at 10 o'clock.

6. An hour for siestas after lunch.

7. Texts in new curriculum (above "Rats" comprehension).


9. Lounging chairs in the Grab.

10. Ice pads for sitting on the rad.


12. Robots for writing English themes.


15. Rolling stairways for the stair wells.


17. Funnel-wicks for croquet ad.

18. Bathing beauty serving girls in the dining rooms.

19. Rubber sidewalks to prevent skidding injuries.

20. "Improved" hot solar water system for Furry Hall.

"MISS J.S.T.C."

Marguerite Pope
Marguerite was elected "Miss J.S.T.C." in a student election last week. She has Diana, Hepburn, hair and eyes, and a charming personality. Her talents include playing the piano and violin, good scholarship, and a good sense of humor. She is a Jackson- ville girl and a junior.

Seniors Plan

Dinner Party

Plans for the Social Senior for this quarter are rapidly approaching completion. The privileged seniors are going to attend a combination dinner-theatre party that is to take place in February.

No guests are invited. The senior class as a whole will have dinner in Piedmont, then will go from there to the theatre in Aminon. The seniors are going to attend one hundred percent, for all of them are intrigued with the idea of such a variety of entertainment. The acida put on by the seniors always turn out to be entirely successful. We are confident that one will be no exception to the rule.

Curtis attended a theatre party in Aminon last Monday evening. Accompanied by Miss Curtis and Mr. Charles M. Gary, they saw the feature picture, "The Firefly," starring Jeanette MacDonald, famous singer on the air and screen.

Read Shoe Shop
Established Over 60 Years
We employ experienced workmen. "RELIABLE."

Pyron's Shoe Shop
We Cooperate With You—
New York Cooperate With Us

GEORGE'S CAFE
We Operate the Best TAXI in
town.
Here you will find a group of people to please the students of J.S.T.C.

HOW TO ORDER
Ordering from the catalog is easy. Just see your dealer, tell him the number of the catalog and the name of the product you want. The dealer will then send you the sketch and price sheets for the item you need. Just see your dealer and order by the number and name of the goods you want.

WESSEX'S CAFE
We Operate the Best TAXI in

HERE's FOR A GREAT ONE!"
THE TEACOLA

Friday, January 18, 1935

J.S.T.C. SENIOR CLASS ADVISER

Dr. C. W. Dauguet, president of Jacksonville State Teachers College for forty years, is the Senior Class Advisor. Under his able guidance many senior class members have received the senior class funds that no other person could replace Dr. Dauguet in the brittleness of his members.

THROUGH THE KEYHOLE

In our own little way we have noticed the following things about the campus:

The enthusiastic spirit in which all students took part in the hunt for Mrs. J.S.T.C.

Genevieve Ferguson playing the part of "the Big Bad Wolf" in an exciting melodrama put on in one of Miss Luttred's classes.

Sue Shortle nearly falling down the stairs to answer a telephone call from Aniston.

A "Mullet" meeting of charter members only in front of Bubb Grrove Hall.

Erna Burlew's aunt watch.

Merrill eating breakfast at Weatherly Hall.

Mrs. Thomas bemusings the fact that picture shows are not as good as they once were.

Curtis Cooper courting up a storm.

Red Hawkins having trouble with "The Demon.

Hettie Carley looking as if she were blossoming over with secrets.

A certain red-headed Muller pulling a certain professor's leg.

Millie Anderson borrowing a quarter.

Otis Mattison being good.

Marie Vauhne having a conference with Mrs. Davis.

Thelma Ruh being too conscientious for her own good.

Louise Ellis "staying in."

Dr. Calvert walking jauntily up the street whispering.

Ed Colvin reminding the girls at the matinee about Miss Lottred.

Ivan Barnes giving all the girls a break.

Smith Thompson looking happy.

Walter Bixby dating a strange man.

Anne Garst saying "We're afraid that we might fall in love.

Red Gray being caught talking to Mary Jones from the balcony of Weatherly Hall.

Herbert Bernhardt with the cutest little cap on.

The Love Bug biting Edgar Sanders.

Elzie Hughes wondering how that door at the Godden Theatre opened without her touching it.

Anne Lambert in a smart new dress.

Mildred Moore divinely happy, after hearing Cecil.

Albert Montgomery checking up on his girl.

Virginia Satterfield staying at home on Sunday nights.

Jimmie Parrish still getting letters from the University.

Louise McGillvary exploiting on her energy-saving devices.

Lois Herring and Tom White not dating on Sunday nights.

Eugene Ward's airplane still in front of Forney Hall. Won't it fly, Eugene?

The Poet's Corner

Dust is mud with the judge
This is poetry with the rhythm left out.

There was a poem, but now there is none.
On account of the censer,
Who censured this one.

If she looks old, she's young.
If she looks young, she's old.
If she looks back, follow her.

"To kiss her and to draw honey from her lips
Would be heavier than the sweet
Nectar
Beneath the ever aplied.
But, alas, I know that this rose is
Fugitive.
I'll sought but see,
For I can't get in the hot-house.
"said the merry bumble.

(With apologies to the author of the poem)

I think that I shall never
A grade so horticultural as "A-
"What polite niche looks
Out and puts my week-end plans to rout.
A "D" that may in fall or spring
Seem so horticultural with the wrong.
Whose aspect fills me with despair
And plagues my weary heart with care.
All other folks get "A" or "B" But, alas, I get "D."

Many of the hearts that are weary tonight.
Waiting for the tests to cease.
Wishing are the hearts that are hoping
For a fight.
To make some good old "C" or "D"
Bhownon had a little (1) voice
She put it on the air.
She aired and aired and aired and aired
And now her voice is "flat."

We like our history pretty
Adore our Phys-ed at noon
But go, oh my god.
We love our dancing class.

A school paper is a great invention.
The school gets all the fame.
The printer gets all the money.
The staff gets all the blame.

Sarcasm.

Through the Keyhole.

In our own little way we have noticed the following things about the campus:

The enthusiastic spirit in which all students took part in the hunt for Mrs. J.S.T.C.

Genevieve Ferguson playing the part of "the Big Bad Wolf" in an exciting melodrama put on in one of Miss Luttred's classes.

Sue Shortle nearly falling down the stairs to answer a telephone call from Aniston.

A "Mullet" meeting of charter members only in front of Bubb Grove Hall.

Erna Burlew's aunt watch.

Merrill eating breakfast at Weatherly Hall.

Mrs. Thomas bemusings the fact that picture shows are not as good as they once were.

Curtis Cooper courting up a storm.

Red Hawkins having trouble with "The Demon.

Hettie Carley looking as if she were blossoming over with secrets.

A certain red-headed Muller pulling a certain professor's leg.

Millie Anderson borrowing a quarter.

Otis Mattison being good.

Marie Vauhne having a conference with Mrs. Davis.

Thelma Ruh being too conscientious for her own good.

Louise Ellis "staying in."

Dr. Calvert walking jauntily up the street whispering.

Ed Colvin reminding the girls at the matinee about Miss Lottred.

Ivan Barnes giving all the girls a break.

Smith Thompson looking happy.

Walter Bixby dating a strange man.

Anne Garst saying "We're afraid that we might fall in love.

Red Gray being caught talking to Mary Jones from the balcony of Weatherly Hall.

Herbert Bernhardt with the cutest little cap on.

The Love Bug biting Edgar Sanders.

Elzie Hughes wondering how that door at the Godden Theatre opened without her touching it.

Anne Lambert in a smart new dress.

Mildred Moore divinely happy, after hearing Cecil.

Albert Montgomery checking up on his girl.

Virginia Satterfield staying at home on Sunday nights.

Jimmie Parrish still getting letters from the University.

Louise McGillvary exploiting on her energy-saving devices.

Lois Herring and Tom White not dating on Sunday nights.

Eugene Ward's airplane still in front of Forney Hall. Won't it fly, Eugene?

Elzie Spurlock with a shiny face.

Rachel Wheeler telling about her operation.

All the seniors working hard.

Mrs. Frost telling Frances Britt
not to talk to the girls in the dining hall, especially Mable and Sue.

Opal Smith eating Sunday dinner at Weatherly Hall.

Mary Turner saying, "I'm gonna
kick Jerry's neck for making that goal."

Garland Tyler's picture in Weatherly Hall.

Jean Howell sitting by the flagpole watching the cars go by.

Lucille Werner hanging on in Nichols' arm.

"Dreadnought" Evans chalking rabbits.

The Seniors looking forward to their trip to Aniston.

Ruth White and Iva Brocino joining the Colombo Literary Society.

After gain' girls

Myrtle Purcaea not speaking to Jack Saturday night.

Willie Brooks getting out his cold weather cap.

Foxy Ford getting ready to leave us. Hate to see you go, Ford.

Ruth isom out of her room after quiet hours.

Nancy Kline crying.

Dr. Millard Lawrence teaching algebra class.

The student body looking forward to the tournament.

WOOD NOTES

By Clara Wiegant

Now that the leaves have fallen from many of the deciduous trees there is excellent opportunity for observing some tree characteristics that are likely to be unnoticed when the leaves are present.

Branching patterns of trees are more or less distinctive. In some species, as a result of the growth each year of the terminal bud, the main trunk continues to the very top of the tree, the lateral buds develop into side branches from the main trunk, and the general outline of the tree is conical. This type of branching, called excurrent (from the Latin word "excurrius," which means "to stretch out") is found in the cotonwood, the sweet gum, and the tulip tree.

The elm is the familiar example of the delightful habit of branching. The terminal buds of the elm seldom survive the winter; the lateral buds develop into branches that grow vertically or diagonally upward. This is the elm the main trunk divides into smaller branches which in turn divide, until the trunk is in sprays of slender twigs at the edge of the crown. The branching of many trees is not distinctive once or the other of the "types" but is a type somewhere between the two.

Tuftier growth reveals many interesting characters by which individual species can be identified during the winter. Some of these are: the nature of the bark; the size, shape, arrangement, and covering of the buds; the appearance of the scar left when the leaves fall; and the leaves, small openings in the epidermis, which is present as dots on the young twigs. The buds that are on the young branches do not appear suddenly when the leaves fall but begin to form early last spring. If you will be interesting to watch these buds at spring awakening to see what comes out of them.

Three trees easily identified in the winter condition are the beech, the sweet gum, and the tulip tree. The branches of the elm usually finds on its bark seams unmistakably to point one the branch, but even if it has escaped carving the tree can be distinguished by its smooth, light gray bark and by its long pointed buds covered with numerous thin brown scales. The sweet gum is a symmetrical tree with comparatively few rather stout, angular branches, their stoutness and angularity often greatly emphasized by broad wings of cortex. The buds are shorter and thicker than those of the beech, conical in shape, reddish-brown, and shiny. The fruit clusters, persistent on the leafless twigs, serve as another distinguishing feature.

At any season the tulip is truly a handsome tree. Its tall, straight trunk, covered with bark that is smooth and light gray in young trees but darker andsomewhat ridged in older trees, extends to the top. The winter buds, covered with two spool-shaped scales, can easily be dissected to show the succession of tiny leaves within. The axes of last year's fruits are persistent at the ends of the twigs.

It is not only as a means of plant identification that trees in the winter aspect are worthy of attention. The patterns that their branches and pencil against the winter sky are no less beautiful than are the green masses of their leafy crowns in summer. Have you ever noticed the alphabet of a leafless elm against the winter sky and its no less beautiful than are the green masses of their leafy crowns in summer.

Have you ever noticed the alphabet of a leafless elm against the purple sky just after sunset?

Dr. Dauguet Again

Heads Local Bank

Dr. C. W. Dauguet, president of Jacksonville State Teachers College was re-elected president of the First National Bank of Jacksonville during a meeting of directors and stockholders in the bank, held here recently.

A. J. Kitchens was re-elected vice-president, J. M. Wood was named cashier, and J. D. Crow was re-elected assistant cashier. All four officials were re-elected directors.

Other directors re-elected were: A. C. Shelton, registrar of Jacksonville State Teachers College; Prof. E. J. Lander, of J. S. T. C.; J. H. Fryar, C. W. Dauguet, Jr., and A. D. Edwards, of Jacksonville and Arthur Wellborn of Aniston; A. D. Edwards, of Jacksonville, was elected to the board to succeed the late Frank Green, whose death in November left a vacancy.

Greetings

To the "date" frocks at MANGEL'S. Conform to the campus all that you want to, but be sure and follow the dictates of your crowd for "outside" frocks. At MANGEL'S are frocks that are certain sorority favors as well as the kind that have plenty of fraternity lure. They are right in readiness for the week-end, for "rushing" for "dating" and for just dashing around. So you'd better dash right down to MANGEL'S and see them for yourself as well as the coats, suits and lingerie that just arrived.

MANGEL'S

1001 Noble St.

Anniston, Ala.
THE TESCOLA

WE WONDER

Who is the pretty Dustette Hall girl that was hiding Sunday night in "Billy's Place?"

How Ann Garst could ride a ride in a Plymouth with two men Sunday night?

Who were the two couples that climbed on a freight car?

If Jarrel Carpenter had a good time at Play Night?

Why the girls didn't like "Scoops Cousins"? Turn on your sexy appearance "Scoops."

Why "Myrt" Fryer likes a blue Chrylser?

Who wrote Ruth Miller from Marion?

Who Otis Mattison and Mary Edna thought they chomach they from the parking sign?

Why Grace Ellenburg come to Backhouse? Friday night?

What this new game of "Quoits Who" is at Ask Red Gray?

What Otis Mattison would do if he had $1,000,000. Ask Otis.

What the purpose of the Millie Club is?

Why Birmack Evans was so affectionate Sunday night?

Why Forrest Merritt wants to go back to Livingston?

Why Millie's chaperon was so horrible to Adie Elston?

Where the basketball varisty went last Sunday morning.

Why Ruth Stockdale is afraid to go to Bill's Place?

Where Elizabeth Laker had been Sunday? Pretty poisons, Lib.

If Jarrel Carpenter likes to ride in a laundry truck?

Why Grace Burnard is so hard-headed and is she making a collection of pipes?

What couples are patronizing Sallie's Kitchen?

Why Mrs. Poit wants to be only a group spy?

If a letter post on the Pong Fong table wouldn't be more effective than on the bulletin board?

What Grace Ellenburg's reply was to Mr. McCourt's question, "Where does a cow come from?"

If a lump post came to be moving around on the campus and got in Beanie Steelberg's way?

If Fred Gurley found his Austin last week in the News Office?

Why going around curves causes blues-eyes? Remark from gallery, Whose curvay?

What step in Weatherly Hall screechon? It's the sixth step girl, so be careful

Why Clyde Driskill and Kenneth Littletree likes to go to Gandmen?

Where Clyde Owens was Saturday night? Hello Bill?

If "Ma" will ever kill her German shepherd?

If the Road Peterson caught Mickey up the highway or down the highway?

WANT ADS

【Wanted】

• One book of directions based on the fundamental facts of the church and of how To Get To The Church or, How To Prevent Being Campused. Anyone with such a book please try T.L. Robertson.

• Two or three hundred good-looking coeds to enter J.A.T.C. to fill up a certain boy pass by with a whistle.

• Elizabeth Johnston likes the History of Music.

• Lee Zornes will ever learn to dance.

• Lois Herring is ever seen without Thomas White.

• What is wrong with Felger and Knowledge.

• Sears-Roebuck sold out of 10 guns.

• If Mrs. Thomas is really reducing.

Which of the girls in the Anatomy class has fallen for the new pupil—Cecil Bona.

What the Arnold Vanderbilt starts school in the mornings.

Which straight chair is another so much better for senior for purpose purposes at Weatherly Hall.

St. Lukes Receives Rev. E.M. Parkman As Rector

Yeomen were held on Sunday last at 3 p.m. at St. Lukes Episcopal Church, at which the Rev. Mr. Doolwille installed the Rev. E. Montgri Parkman as rector, the service and music were most impres- sive, the bishop instructing both the bishop and congregation in the duties that the church demands from both priest and laity. The Rev. Ivery Edwards, representing the Ministerial Association of the city, welcomed the new priest in brief address on behalf of the church.

Reposing, the Rev. Park- man, in a strong clear voice, said he would endeavor at all times to serve St. Lukes parish and community to the best of his ability and strength improving the importance of the encouraging people of church affairs, in his effort to come to him at all times with their daily problems.

The Rev. Parkman is known to take a great interest in the young- est and this is a vital point in the church today.

We may too, offer our hearty wel- come.

Soon Rhodies like a blue Ford from Gandmen?

If wrecks are caused by looking at beautifull girls?

Why two girls in Dustette Hall hold in a closet?

Why at least a dozen windows pop open at Weatherly Hall every night with a certain boy pass by with and whistle?

WANT ADS

【Want】

For Sale: Cheap for cash. Information about how to get some places in town, when the moon shines, etc. See Beanie Steelberg.

For Sale: Cheap Bull dogs, will eat anything, very fond of children. Apply to Mr. Gary.

Real Estate Wanted: As I am leaving school at the end of this quarter I would like to rent a crop of shorters. See Hugo Vanece.

Anyone desiring to place an ad in the paper may do so by writing to the Want Ad Column, Tescola Office.

Wanted: One-day ticket to Liv- ingston, Duke Merritt.

Wanted: Six pretty Livingston college girls to come at W.A.C. Varsity Basketball Team. (Write Roy Rubert, Willis Brooks, Ernest Parleck, or Duke Merritt.)

Wanted: Bull dogs with long tails, so I can get a better hold.

Robert Owen.

【AN OPEN LETTER】

Dear "Myrtle" in Backhouse,

When I first perceived your matrimonial structure, my level palpitations suddenly functioned and my congestion contracted and expanded with such velocity that my blogs fumosa and macrofusora would hardly remain stationary. Since that time the public has, in excess of all inferior considerations in my cerebrum. If I could only teach my Littletunity or other macromacron to your maestry and send you one of my Littletunic dory's with my tripod and my fischer carver alarm

I would be overwhelmed in sheerer ecstasy.

Gratefully yours,

A devoted specimen,

Charles Gary.

JUNIOR JACK

One Donation

We the Seniors, offer our donation to the basketball team, to cetera, to ride back in Livingston.

Allepaha Oodites

BITS OF ODD FACTS ABOUT ALABAMA AND HER PEOPLE

Christmas

For all these years you and I have lived in Dixie. We love the South, and like our fathers before us, we never give serious thought to having the sun rise from the west. That is, writing the thermometer is hovering slightly above 16 degrees. There is something, which, however, is not quite right, but, through all these years we have referred to and heard our neigh- bors from the North, East and West refer to our home "Dixie," but it is ever so curious that you the original "Dixie" is probably New York City.—Just whence comes this word "Dixie" anyway?

There are three names, with explanations on that subject. There are those who claim that the word had its origin from Dixie, of Massag and Ilex Jaspis. Others claim that it comes from the "Dixie" bill, issued some hundred years ago by a New Orleans bank, however dollar notes are said to have been sent out in only legitimate notes issued by a Southern banking house of that period—that is, they are actually worth their face value. Others claim that the "Dixie" bill was immediately "ten" for the French, and "DEN" on the other side for the English speaking citizens. The origin of this Dixie bill being the bank, some contend that our section soon became known as the "Land of the Dixie"—then "Dixiana."

But, so me, the third school seems to have, to say the least of it, a more plausible explanation. According to tradition there lived many years ago on Manhattan island a prominent citizen who was of the name of Dixie. This Mr. Dixie's plantation is said to have been a literal paradise for his slaves. His house in Dixie was considered. There was even for hunting and fishing on Master Dixie's plantation.

As time passed personal sentiment grew bitter in the North, to the point where the South crossed the Southern river, and Virginia, then Tennessee, then Georgia, then Alabama, then Mississippi, then Louisiana. By 1861 it was too late.

We have all heard the story of "the young man who owned the doctor in the bed of his dying mother-in-law, "She's goin' to a wedding ceremony," said the young man, "I am on my way to bury the son-in-law who turned young son-in-law in the washtub to the pantry to the weapon to the physicians, "You doit do," said he, "I haven't the heart."

But J. W. Griffin, city clerk of Leesburg, evidently feels more kindly toward his wife's mother-in-law. Recently he buried his wife in one side, meaning—"he's with his mother—his in-law!"

George Washington, Jwanele Booze, Robert R. Lex, Bob Burns, Woodrow Wilson and Henry Ford all live in and around Wedowee, Ala. Alabama has more miles of man-made navigable streams than any other state in the union—and is planning on "poking" up more. From the bridge across to the Big Warrior at North, they can see in one single state—three locks in a row: No. 10, 11 and 12.

The possibilities for the farmers of Alabama and the South through efforts of the Federal Government, are large. Three rivers, that are long given in Alabama are those given to the United States, one was in the form of a grant, six rice plants, and one fruit bowl. After several of his neighbors "bit" on his trick the war (1861) broke out, and he found himself with only the "dixie." He went to work, and when he mixed his four egg-sour gourds with a quart of fruit he sold, not only to his neighbors but to the descendants of the men he discovered that his eggs were good.—And so it goes and as it goes.

ATTEND THE BIG PRESIDENT'S BALL TONIGHT AT BIBB GRAVES HALL!
**Sports News**

**Varsity Basketball**

**Morgans Defeat Calhoun, 20-17**

The first in a series of inter-society basketball games ended in a defeat of the Morganians by the Calhounites. Both societies turned out full force and raised the roof for their society. "Bull" Compton, captain of the Morganians, made the most points for the Morganians while "Rat" Daniel led the Calhounites.

**Others who made outstanding inferences from those who are known as Arks, "Lover" White, "Shooting" Bull Compton, "Deuce" Barnes, "Bruce" Bledsoe, "Cuddy" Gibbs, "Charmaine" 74, "Alf" Nabors, "Saw Mill" Dristick, Rat Daniel, "Cuigy" Balser, "Valentine" Hoot. Enthusiasm was raised to a great pitch by cheer leader Margaret Thompson, and Sue Rhodes for Morgan, Ruth Ware and "Brooks" Cowart for the Calhounites. Advice to Mathews: Hold the ball when the referee whistles. Serious accidents have occurred on courts from slamming ball on the floor in the referee's face.

**Howard Quintet To Appease Here On February 14**

Billy Racoert will pin his historic Howard College team against the Howard University team on the local court February 14. The Howard and the Teachers acting as co-entrants for S.A.A. honors and the game is expected to be as bitterly contested as the frays of last year which ended with the Teachers on the long end of a 44-41 score, although the Hogs were credited a 1-point victory earlier in the season in Birm-

Jacksonville Wins Over Southwestern

The Jacksonville Teachers showed good form as they marched against powerful Southwestern. On January 13 in Kilmer Hall. The regulation overtime was taken out in the early part of the game with the exception of Lewis, Mauken, and guard, but the subs continued to score, which ended in a 1-0 victory.

**Anniston Falls Before Frost**

Jumping into an early lead and holding down game throughout, the Freshman dropped Annin-

**SUNDAY**

**Cheer Leader**

Sue Rhodes is an attractive Jacksonville girl, who, during her four years as a student at J.A.T.C., has become well-known on the campus. Miss Rhodes is an active member of the Morgan Literary Society, the Bartells Athletic Society, and takes an active part in all school athletics. She forms a great part of the pep of all ball games.

**Sneakers**

Can the sport, basketball. }